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ABSTRACT

Using the overlap formulation, we calculate the fermionic determinant on the lattice

for chiral fermions with twisted boundary conditions in two dimensions. When the lat-

tice spacing tends to zero we recover the results of the usual string-theory continuum

calculations.
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The construction of a viable lattice regularization for chiral gauge theories has been the

subject of renewed interest and research, since the appearance of the overlap formalism [1].

This is a new proposal which is based on an earlier idea of Kaplan [2] and seems to bypass

the kinematical constraint stated by the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem [3]. This method

defines the determinant of a chiral Dirac operator in 2d dimensions as an overlap between

the Dirac vacuum states of two auxiliary Hamiltonians acting on Dirac fermions in 2d + 1

dimensions.

There are two issues that require verification if the overlap formulation is to be accepted

as a procedure to regulate chiral gauge theories. Firstly, one must check in the continuum

whether the overlap yields the right determinant for any chiral Dirac operator, reproducing

their well-known distinctive properties: anomalies, zero-modes in non-trivial backgrounds,

etc. In a Hamiltonian approach these continuum tests have been performed in 2 and 4

dimensions in references [4] and [5], respectively. The 4-dimensional continuum results

have also been confirmed in a 5-dimensional approach in [6]. Secondly, one has to show

that the lattice version of the overlap does not suffer from any of the drawbacks that

afflicted previous attempts to regulate fermions on the lattice. Analytic lattice calculations

have been carried out only for slowly varying background gauge fields in the Schwinger

Model in [7] and in non-Abelian gauge theories in 4 dimensions in [10]. There are also

numerical calculations which confirm the overlap picture [1, 11]. In this letter we check

the overlap for the particular situation of fermions with twisted boundary conditions on

a discretized torus. This is a case for which the overlap can be analytically calculated,

even on the lattice. Our exact results reinforce the conclusions of [8] where this problem

was studied numerically.

Recently, some other approaches to the problem of chiral fermions on the lattice have

been proposed [12, 13], which will not be studied here.

We review first the case of chiral fermions on a two-dimensional continuum torus T2,

which is described in terms of two real coordinates a1, a2 lying in the range 0 < <7M < 1,



and equiped with the constant Euclidean metric:

ds2 = \ da1 + Tda2 | 2 = g^da* dav , Im r > 0 . (1)

The free chiral Dirac operator D on T2 is then given by D = 7ae£<9M , where the

zweibeins e£ are: ej1 = (1,0), e£ = ( —^,^- ) , and the Dirac matrices are chosen to be:

71 = <7i, 72 = <T2, 7
5 = a3 with aa the usual Pauli matrices.

The chiral fermionic field ^(a) is subject to the twisted boundary conditions

where 4>\i 4>2 are real numbers, with values between 0 and 2n. The determinant of £>,

evaluated for fields satisfying (2) is equivalent to the one of fermions with antiperiodic

boundary conditions in both directions, on the background of a constant-field A^ = 0^,

1+75
i.e., the determinant of D(A) — -yae^(dn + zVL) —-—. The result for the normalized

2
determinant, taken from [9], but adapted to our conventions, is:

= e-^MM q^A" - - ^ 4 ' (3)
detZ>(0)

where d{a,r) = E"= l» eiltrj?+i2itna, a = ^{TA^ - A2) and q = e2™\ To calculate

the determinant of D(A) on the lattice, we follow the general procedure outlined in [10].

We define a two-component fermionic field ^f(n) with n = (n1,?*2) on an N x N square

lattice: 1 < n1 < N, 1 < n2 < N. With the restriction 0 < cr^ < 1, the lattice spacing is

iV"1. In this way we recover a torus of the proper size in the continuum limit (/V —>• oo).

To define the overlap, two second-quantized Dirac Hamiltonians H±(A) are introduced:

H±{A) = ^2-^(m)n{i](m-n)U{m,n)^(n) , (4)

where the link variables U(m,n) = exp[^(m — n) • A], and n± are the respective, free,

one-body Hamiltonians on the lattice. Their Fourier-space representations are:

-H<£\k) = 75 [ ha<Cu{ak) + B(ak)± | A | ] , (5)

where C^(p) — sin(pM), a = —-, B is a function which satisfies the conditions:

| p \ « 1 => B(p) ~ rp2 ,

2 > A 2 , (6)



in order to eliminate the doublers [10], and A is a constant with the dimension of a mass.

H± are diagonal in momentum space

H±(A) =

where:

n±(k\A) =
A_,

2 T T '

(7)

(8)

and kp takes half-integer values, which are summed in (7) over the range [—y, y j .

The normalized chiral determinant in the presence of the external field, is represented

in the overlap formalism by:

detD(A) (+\A+) (A+\A-) (A- | - )
~ (y)det£>(0) | {+ I A+) | < + | - ) | (A- | - ) |

where | .4±) denote the Dirac vacua for the Hamiltonians H±(A), respectively; and | ±) =

j 0±). In terms of the expansion of $ in eigenspinors of the one-body Dirac Hamiltonians

vf (n) = - J2 {b±(k I A)u±(k | ,4) + d{(k \ A)v±{k | A)} e12^"1 , (10)
2 k

(9) is given by

v\{k | 0)u+(Jt | .4) v{(k | A)u_(fc S A ) vl{k j A)v_(A; | 0) 1
| 0)w+(Jk | A) | i4.(Jb | 0)u_(Jfc | 0) | vl{k | A)v_(k | 0) | J '

(11)

det D(0) vf
+{k | 0)v+(k | A) | v\

where the dependence on the momentum and the value of the constant field has been

explicitly indicated. By virtue of (8), all the eigenspinors v±(k j A), which are the

negative-energy eigenvectors of W.±(k \ A) in (11), can be obtained from the free ones:

(afc) - C2{ak) \
m

v+(k) = [:

+ b(k)+ \ A I )

C2(ak)

- b(k)+ \ X \ j

(12)

where

C2{ak) - \2 , b(k) = r2 B(ak) , A = r2A , (13)



The result is:

d e t

detD(O)

w here

i s i k > A )

rCx{ak) ~ C2{ak)

6(fc)+|A

and the phase g(k. A) is equal to the argument of the complex number z:

(14)

(15)

~+ —
b(k)+ | A

rC,{ak) - C2(ak}}

We shall consider the effective action V

T(A) = - log

i - ) + b(k + A ) + j A | ]

(fc + ^ ) ) - C2( a(k + A ) ) ]

\det D{A)'

(16)

(17)
detZ)(O)J '

in the continuum limit, which in our conventions (i.e., a = ^ ) is tantamount to taking

N —> oo. In taking this limit, two different, complementary expansions will be used to get

the exact analytic result for F, depending on the values of the momenta A;M involved in the

infinite product (14). The contribution coming from the low-momenta, denoted Thoi for

reasons that will become clear below, is obtained by assuming ak^ « 1 (note that the

maximum possible value for this number is TT). AS N is large, and ^ < 1, a ^ is also very

small. However, we do not consider k » £ in the present expansion (those momenta

shall be dealt with later on). Under the above-mentioned conditions, the functions C^

can be expanded near zero:

(k +—)) ^ a (k + ^-)ll , C,Aak) - ah,. ,
J.7T .iTT

(18)



but the periodicity of C^ on the momentum torus implies that there are other points

in momentum space (the doublers) giving contributions of the same order. This is the

manifestation of the doubling problem in this simple context. The unwanted contributions

are eliminated by a careful choice of B and A. We first note that for the normal zero of

C*M, the functions / and g play no role (i.e., / -> 1 and g —» 0), if we require [10]:

A2 »a2k2 , A 2 » B2 , (19)

for momenta near this zero, since (19) implies that 7± ~ j A |. Thus for the normal zero

the only contribution to I\o; will come from (the expansion near zero of) the term in

square brackets in (14).

When the momenta approach one o^ the doublers, we get instead:

^-I'^ii^TSTTif (20)

and then assuming B2 » A2 for these momenta, one sees that all but one factor in

f(k, A) tend to one, the relevant contribution being given by:

A I \rCl(ak)-C2{ak)\
\ 7_(fc + ^ ) — b(k + ^)+ | A | | rC\(a(k + ^ ) ) — C2(a(fc + ^:)

whereas regarding the phase g(k, A), z+ becomes real in the limit, and z_ yields a non-zero

contribution

g(k,A) ~ argz_ ~ ^{[rC^ak)-C7(ak)][fCl(a{k +^))-C2(a(k +^)

= ^g[rCy{ak)-C2(ak)\ - argfrdta (k + ̂ ) ) - C2(a (k + A) ) ] . (22)

Putting together (21) and (22), we realize that they exactly cancel the corresponding

contribution of the doubler coming from the factor in square brackets in (14). So we have

seen that it is only necessary to expand near the trivial zero on C^, and the corresponding

expression for [\oj becomes:

rM(A) = - lim £ log r \ ~ \ + a , (23)

where the summation over A; now ranges over half-integers from — oo to +oo for both

components. Moreover, the approximation used in (23) treats properly the terms in the

6



effective action where fcM are small (half-integer) numbers not much larger than ^ < 1.

This expression (23) is already explicitly holomorphic in the variable a, since it only

depends on the gauge fields in that particular combination. We calculate it from (23) by

rewriting the logarithm as

rkl - k2 + o fTfu+a fa fThi dt
log = / — — / , (24)

then the summation over &2 can be performed exactly, yielding

^r i f cos(*(Tki + a))] ,Oz\
— — > log - -—- , l^^l

" L cos(7rr/CjJ J
By using the infinite-product representations of ^-functions, we obtain:

*'" ^ • (26)

It is worth mentioning the role played by the lattice in the definition on a precise procedure

to handle the series over k\ and k2, since the fact that one takes the symmetric limit for the

sum over fc2 allows one to pair together terms with positive and negative values of A:2, which

renders the series convergent. Note also that, had the doublers not been suppressed, we

would have had to expand also near the extra zeroes introducing the unwanted chiralities.

The behaviour of I\oj under the discrete group of large gauge transformations: A^ —>

Ap, + 27rnM where n^ are integers, or equivalently: a —>• a + TU\ — r&2, is simply obtained

from the well-known properties of i?-functions, yielding:

hoi (27)

The approximation used in deriving (26) fails to take into account the high-momentum

modes, for which the expansion used for the functions C^ breaks down. To evaluate now

the high-momentum contribution we do not expand those functions, but just assume

that the Ar's are larger than ~. Under this assumption, one can easily see that the

corresponding part of the effective action ranom spoils the holomorphicity, and may be



written as

= - lim (—-)2 / dpX / dp2 log
N-trx> ITT J-TT J-w

which is just the approximation of an integral by the limit of a series, adding the ap-

propriate measure factor. Note that the integration limits for the continuum variables

pM = ak^ become finite because a is A -dependent. To evaluate the integrals we expand

the logarithm in (28) up to order 2 in powers of ^ , since those are the only terms that

survive in the limit. The first order term vanishes when integrated over p, while the

second order one yields

= - lim
SIT I

where

— T sinpi sin P2\A\ + /ij) ~ ^ T

I' dPl f dp2g(p,A), (29)
J-It J-TT

(rsinp! — sinp2)

The integrals in (29) are evaluated by Mathematica, The result is

r (A) - -'-A2

n

which is evidently non-holomorphic. The holomorphic anomaly exists also in the con-

tinuum calculations where the formal chiral determinant is explicitly holomorphic, but

a non-holomorphic piece is introduced through the regularization. This contribution is

regularization-dependent, so its actual value can be modified by the addition of quadratic

counterterms. The arbitrariness involved in deriving the non-holomorphic piece, can for

example be seen in that the separation between the low and large momentum regimes is

not a clear-cut one.

The ambiguity in (31) is fixed by symmetry requirements [8]. To compare with [9], we

add to the result (31) the appropriate global phase factor, obtaining

is

Vanom{A) = +~AXA2 - l-^A\, (32)
ATT 47T

The full effective action F. given by the sum of the holomorphic and anomalous parts

Tanom(A) = - l o g ^ ^ y + ^AiA2 - l-^A\ , (33)



which agrees with the result of [9] exactly, and is our main result, namely, that the overlap

formulation on the lattice exactly reproduces the continuum calculation of the fermionic

determinant for twisted chiral fermions. The numerical results of [8] are compatible with

the exact result of [9], and hence with ours.

The variation of Yanorn under the large gauge transformations is

] + 2^71^ - A^) , (34)

hence the variation of F is simply:

r -» T + M,n2 , (35)

i.e., linear in the fields and the group parameters.
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